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A competitiveness 
comparison 
between locally 
owned and 
multinational 
automotive firms     
in South Africa
Just how well do locally owned firms compare 
to multinational firms? We looked at key 
competitiveness indicators  and here are the 
results. 

As part of ASCCI’s World Class Manufacturing programme, which supports the development of local suppliers, comparative 
benchmark data has been gathered from 62 South African based suppliers to date. We were interested in the comparative 
performance of locally owned and multinational suppliers. In this regard, we compared the two sets of firms across two 
high level measures: 

1. Waste as a % of Manufacturing Value Addition (MVA) - This measure  considers the direct and unnecessary waste costs 
incurred due to operational inefficiencies in the areas of inventory, quality, flexibility, reliability and HR.  Furthermore, 
these costs are compared to the value-added activities by disregarding costs of material to exclusively capture waste 
costs incurred on the value adding portion of a firm’s activities.

2. Manufacturing Value Addition per Rand of employee cost - This measure is a good proxy for a firm’s productivity. MVA 
refers to the actual value added portion that firms generate by disregarding the cost of materials inputs. 

WASTE ANALYSIS: LOCALLY OWNED VERSUS MULTINATIONAL SUPPLIERS

Each line graph represents the performance spread of local and MNC firms within a respective operational waste cost category 
that was measured. The top black dot showcases the performance of the lower quartile (worst performing 25% of firms), while 
the bottom dot represents the upper quartile performers (best performing 25% of firms). The coloured dot represents the 
average / mean performance level of the firms analysed.
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On average, multinational companies typically exhibit lower levels of waste as compared to South African owned firms 
(with the exception of inventory and quality costs). The range of performance amongst locally owned firms is much wider. 
Most notably, the leading South African firms perform on par with or better than multinational firms on all measures except 
HR. 

MVA PER RAND OF EMPLOYEE COST: LOCALLY OWNED AND MULTINA-
TIONAL FIRMS

Multinational firms outperform their local counterparts by a large margin in respect of MVA per Rand of employee cost. 
While the range of performance is larger for multinational firms, even the strongest South African owned firms reflect a 
weaker performance than the multinational average. This suggests that locally owned firms need to significantly advance 
their productivity if they are to be competitive.

Con-
tents 

Disruption or 
destruction? 
Implications of 
new technological 
changes for the 
South African 
automotive industry
The South African automotive 

industry will be affected by the 

emergence of a set of major 

technological changes which are set 

to transform manufacturing globally. 

Justin Barnes and Anthony Black 

looked at some of the emerging Global 

Value Chain (GVC) disruptors that are 

likely to reshape the South African 

automotive industry in the coming 

years and decades. 
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There are eight emerging Global Value Chain (GVC) drivers that are likely to reshape the industry: 

1. Developed country vehicle fleet fuel economy requirements and the associated movement to high technology, smaller 
displacement internal combustion engines, that are likely to increasingly permeate developing economy markets. This 
is already occurring in South Africa, and could increase dramatically as highly fuel efficient, sub-1,000cc engine tech-
nologies develop. South Africa’s ability to sell larger engine vehicles into developed economy markets such as the EU 
may also come under pressure. 

2. The rapid evolution of alternative, competing engine technologies, such as battery electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel 
cell-based vehicles will likely see these new technologies substantially increase their market share over the next set of 
model changes, which take place on a 6 to 8-year cycle. How will the EU and US markets look in 15 years? How rapidly 
will developing economy markets convert to alternative energy vehicles? How will the South African market be directly 
affected?

3. Rapidly advancing green manufacturing requirements shaping what vehicles and components are produced, as well 
as what materials and manufacturing processes can be used. Will these requirements open or close off production 
opportunities in South Africa? What green production capabilities will South African manufacturers need to master?

4. The development of new materials that have the potential to displace standard automotive materials, such as steel 
and plastics. As vehicles become lighter, and functionally more advanced, what new materials will dominate? What 
role will nanotechnology play in respect of automotive materials use?

5. Infotainment and vehicle connectivity developments that are fundamentally altering the nature of the “driving cabin” 
and the functionality of vehicles. How will this change the nature and cost profile of vehicle production?

6. Passive and active vehicle safety advances that are shifting both the technology and the cost profile of vehicles. As 
additional safety features are developed, with the ultimate objective of achieving zero road deaths, what are the con-
sequences for vehicle production? How will South African manufacturers adjust to these emerging requirements and 
comply with EU and US market safety regulations?

7. The disruptive potential of autonomous vehicles and the consequences for driving densities within existing road in-
frastructure. How will South African manufacturing be impacted by the emergence of autonomous vehicles? How 
will production be impacted? How will vehicle use change? For example, if driving densities increase will light vehicle 
demand contract?

8. The emergence of mobility services and the associated potential displacement of private vehicle ownership. What 
happens to local production if major developed economies evolve into mass mobility markets serviced by autonomous 
vehicles controlled by ride-hailing service providers, as opposed to the present model of private vehicle ownership? 

9. These eight emerging GVC drivers could fundamentally re-shape the South African automotive industry; and yet many 
do not currently feature in the domestic or regional market. So, how does future policy for the South African automo-
tive industry respond to these GVC drivers? 

There is unfortunately presently a gap between research on emerging automotive GVC drivers and an exploration of their 
impact on developing economies that view the automotive industry as a potential catalyst for their future economic devel-
opment and associated industrialization. Navigating the GVC drivers is likely to be a substantial challenge for lead firms in 
the global automotive industry. 

In addition, economies like South Africa have only limited resources to spend on understanding what changes are likely to 
occur. And yet the consequences for South Africa, where 112,000 people are employed within the automotive industry, 
and where over R350 billion is traded annually, are potentially very substantial. Can South Africa afford not to research (and 
ultimately proactively respond to) the impact of these GVC drivers on domestic production?

Con-
tents 

2017 Vehicle 
Sales and 
Production 
Data
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South African vehicle sales increased marginally in 2017 to 557 586 units. 
Imported vehicles continue to make up the bulk of local vehicle sales. 

Only 45% of vehicles sold locally are produced locally. 

2017 VEHICLE SALES AND PRODUCTION DATA
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South African vehicle production dropped marginally in 2017 to 564,861 
units. The bulk of locally produced vehicles are exported, with only 42% 

sold to the local market. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN LIGHT VEHICLE PRODUCTION BY 
VEHICLE TYPE

NAAMSA expects marginal growth of 607, 000 units in local vehicle pro-
duction in 2018. This will continue to be driven by exports

LOCAL VEHICLE PRODUCTION
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Localisation 
Infographic
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Local content levels for Q3 of 2017 were consistent with previous quar-
ters, although spend in the quarter was considerably higher. The local 

content total for Q3 of 2017 was R 4.0 billion, with levels increasing con-
sistently over the last year from R 3.0 billion in Q4 of 2016. The total local 

content value for the last four quarters was 
R 14.1 billion, with the quarterly average R 3.5 billion.

LOCALISATION INFOGRAPHIC

LOCAL TOTAL CONTENT 
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BREAKDOWN OF LOCAL CONTENT BY FIRM OWNERSHIP 

(MULTINATIONAL VS LOCAL) – 2016 Q4 – 2017 Q3 

For the 12 month period from 2016 Q4 to 2017 Q3, multinational suppliers 
contributed R 9.3 billion towards local content, with this representing just 
under two-thirds (65.8%) of the total. This is substantially more than the 

amount of R 4.8 billion contributed by the locally owned firms.

Despite this, the local content percentage levels for the locally owned firms 
is.70.4%, with this far higher than the level for the multinationals suppliers 

of 56.3%.
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LOCAL CONTENT REPORTED BY LOCALLY  OWNED 
AND MULTINATIONAL FIRMS

The average local content level as a % of sales for the multinational firms 
hovered between 56.2% (2017 Q3) and 57.2% (2017 Q1) over the last three 
quarters, with the average for the last 12 months being 56.3%. For the local-
ly owned firms, encouragingly, their level has steadily improved from 68.1% 
in 2016 Q4 to 71.7% in 2017 Q3, with the overall average for the 12 months 

being 70.4%.
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In Q3 of 2017, the metal forming/pressing, automotive trim, and compo-
nents sub-sectors contribute 24.7%, 20.1% and 13.3% of total local con-

tent figure respectively. This accounts for 58.1% of the total. The remain-
ing eight sub-sectors make up the other 41.9%, with none contributing 

more than 8% of the total.

LOCAL CONTENT BY SUB-SECTOR
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At 76.7% and 74.26% respectively, in 2017 Q3, the foundry/forge and 
exhaust systems sub-sector continue to achieve the best local content 

level, followed by the metal forming/pressing firms at 69.8%. The lowest 
local content levels are noted amongst the safety systems and drive train 

sub-sectors at 41.3% and 47.2% respectively.
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Con-
tents 
Shape Shifter: 
ZF Lemforder

ZF Lemforder SA is setting the standard for lean 

manufacturing by being the lean benchmark plant 

within the ZF Lemforder group. Our discussion with 

managing director, Ian Myburgh, touches on some of 

the company’s success factors and his thoughts on 

the biggest challenge facing industry leaders.
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Interview with Ian Myburgh
What is the biggest challenge facing leaders in the industry today?
Disillusionment amongst people country wide –slow growth, politics, living cost escalations people are looking for some-
thing else but they don’t know what. Unemployment is rising etc.

Tell me about an “AHA” moment in your journey with company. How have you implemented it?
When we introduced a new ERP system into our company. SAP is excellent in the logistics environment. We went live 2 
years ago and have learned the system very well just by “doing”. SAP has assisted us tremendously with our stock accuracy 
and eliminated numerous problems we had in the past.

How do you engage your people to be part of your vision of your business?
With a lot of communication and transparency. We have many communication sessions that consist of management meet-
ings and strategy workshops. What has benefitted us most are the mission directed work teams. This allows the teams from 
shopfloor level up to meet for 15 to 30 minutes every morning to communicate and solve problems very quickly.

What is the one system or discipline that you find most valuable to running your business successfully?
SAP, it made a huge difference to our business from a logistics and materials management perspective.
What is the one thing you wish you’d done differently?
Everything worked out according to plan. I have an excellent team that is accountable. They are generalists and do not work 
in silos. The success of this plant is the team. I use most of my time to motivate the workforce. On the other hand, our busi-
ness lends itself to planning because we have a fixed order book and we can plan well to make the business competitive.

What are you most proud of in the business?
Few things. One is our success in the ZF world. We are the lean benchmark plant overseas. We are also highly regarded by 
BMW SA and BMW Germany and I like to think we are a showcase to visitors we receive from overseas. The other thing I 
am proud of is the workforce.  We have a good relationship with the workforce that makes us a very attractive employer.

Looking forward, what is the one thing you are most excited about?
G01 – the X3, the X3 will be a breath of fresh air for Rosslyn, it will rejuvenate the BMW supply brand. The world is going 
SUV.

If there is one book you would recommend reading, what book would that be? And why?
This is not a book, but I read the business times section daily as you need to know in our industry nationally and interna-
tionally what is happening to understand what will happen next. Our business is very sensitive to currency fluctuation. I like 
to be on the edge of what is happening.

Con-
tents 
ASCCI: 
Initiatives to 
look out for
We’ve been busy. Check out the progress we’ve 

made and the activities we’ll be focusing on in 

the upcoming months.
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BLACK SUPPLIER DATABASE
Given the scarcity of black-owned suppliers to the local automotive industry, 
identifying qualifying suppliers for development or to entrench into supply 
chains is an onerous task that requires coordinated effort.

ASCCI is therefore developing a “single go-to” listing of black suppliers that 
supply or have the potential to supply the automotive industry. The listing 
will be hosted and maintained on an online platform that will be accessible 
to industry. 

Please look out for communication regarding the launch of the ASCCI 
Empowerment Portal. 

LOCALISATION PIPELINE TOOL
ASCCI has recently completed the development of a localisation pipeline 
tool that will be used to screen and assess localisation opportunities. A key 
feature of the tool is its ability to assess potential localisation opportunities 
at a fairly early stage thus prompting the pursuance of viable localisation 
opportunities and mitigating against the deployment of funding for projects 
that are unviable. 

We have engaged with a range of industry stakeholders to ensure that the 
tool is as robust and practical as possible. 

Please look out for communication regarding the launch of the Localisation 
Pipeline Tool.

TURKEY STUDY TOUR

In light of Turkey’s booming automotive industry, ASSCI recently embarked 
on a study tour to Turkey in order to gain an understanding of the drivers that 
are contributing towards the current landscape. Attendees of the study tour 
included a host of senior industry stakeholders who extracted a wealth of 
insights around localisation, skills development, supplier competitiveness and 
innovation within the Turkish automotive industry.

We are in the process of compiling a report of our findings which we will be 
sharing with industry. 

WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING PROGRAMME: 
PHASE 3

The ASCCI World Class Manufacturing (WCM) Programme is a 
competitiveness improvement initiative that is aimed at improving supplier 
competitiveness by in instilling world class manufacturing principles such as 
lean manufacturing and best practice standards. We are now in the process 
of concluding Phase 3 of this amazing programme which has already seen 
a range of successful outcomes from Phases 1 and 2. Just under 40 firms 
benefited from the WCM Phase 3 initiative and we are extremely excited to 
share the impacts of these interventions. 

Please keep an eye out for further communication regarding Phase 3 of the 
ASCCI World Class Manufacturing Programme.

BLACK SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
We have successfully launched the Black Supplier Development Programme. ASCCI is 
currently collaborating individually with VWSA and TSAM in order to develop 9 black 
suppliers over an 18-month period. The programme will provide support around 3 focus 
areas, namely: 

1. Best practice manufacturing support 

2. General business support 

3. Mentoring and business development support  

Please contact us if you would like to find out more about this exciting transformation 
initiative.

f you would like to find out more about this exciting transformation 
initiative. 
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Con-
tents ABOUT 
ASCCI About ASCCI

The Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI) was established in De-
cember 2013 to coordinate supply chain developments in the South African automotive 
industry. ASCCI was initiated jointly by the Department of Trade and Industry (dti), OEMs 
(represented by NAAMSA), suppliers (represented by NAACAM), and labour (represented 
by NUMSA) in the industry. ASCCI is thus a first in respect of facilitating such breadth and 
depth of collaboration to develop a successful and sustainable local automotive industry. 

For more information about ASCCI please visit www.ascci.co.za.  

About the dti
The Department of Trade and Industry (dti) is focused on creat-
ing a dynamic industrial and globally competitive South African 
economy, characterised by inclusive growth and development, and decent employment 
and equity. In this regard, its mission is four-fold:

• Promote structural transformation towards a dynamic industrial and globally competi-
tive economy;

• Provide a predictable, competitive, equitable and socially responsible environment, 
conducive to investment, trade and enterprise development;

• Broaden participation in the economy to strengthen economic development; and
• Continually improve the skills and capabilities of the dti to effectively deliver on its 

mandate and respond to the needs of South Africa’s citizens.

For more information about the dti please visit www.thedti.gov.za. 

About NAAMSA
The National Association of Automobile Manufacturers (NAAMSA) of South Africa is the 
official body representing new vehicle manufacturers. The organisation is responsible 
for compiling new vehicle production and sales statistics, and has specialists committees 
focused on addressing each of the major issues facing the industry, from local content to 
vehicle crime and safety and legislation. 

For more information about NAAMSA please visit www.naamsa.co.za.  
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About NAACAM
The National Association of Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers 
(NAACAM) was established 34 years ago to represent the interests of South Afri-
can automotive component manufacturers. NAACAM provides companies with a 
forum to formulate policies and take actions that benefit the industry as a whole. 

For more information about NAACAM please visit www.naacam.co.za.  

About NUMSA
The National Union of Metalworkers South Africa (NUMSA) is an employee union offering its 
members collective bargaining with employers. Additional workplace activities include tech-
nical training and adult basic education; and health, safety and environment, and HIV/Aids. 

For more information about NUMSA please visit www.numsa.org.za. 

Powered by B&M Analysts
Facilitation services are provided by Benchmarking & Manufacturing Analysts SA (Pty) 
Ltd (B&M Analysts), an organisation that provides specialised services to enhance sus-
tainable industry development. 

For more information about B&M Analysts please visit www.bmanalysts.com.   
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